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Two things Chase will never walk away from: his club and his woman.

Chase Anderson is a leather wearing, Harley riding, narcissistic bad boy. And the older brother of Vanessa’s
best friend. Three years ago, the outlaw biker rode his growling hog out of her life, with a taunt that left her
heartbroken, humiliated… and angry as hell.

That day was tattooed into Chase’s mind. Vanessa had been the ultimate curvy temptation. And as a fifteen-
year-old goddess, she might have even been worth the jail time. If his father—his Prez—hadn’t sent him
away to another chapter, things could’ve been wildly different.

Now Chase is back as the VP of Hell’s Exiles… and Vanessa is finally legal.

Claiming her will be easy. Keeping her safe when war comes at them… that’s a battle he refuses to lose.

Warning: If you’re a fan of bad boy alpha males who take what they want, no questions asked; of feisty, and
also slightly bloodthirsty, curvy heroines then Chase is sure to hit all your hotspots.… Oh, and did I mention
it’s also May December?

This book is the first in the Hell’s Exiles MC series. With a HEA and no cheating.
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From Reader Review Chase (Hell's Exiles MC, #1) for online ebook

Patricia says

Sassie has done it again. Chase was awesome. As VP of Hell's Exile's MC Club. Chase is home after three
years. The club is under attack an Chase will stop at nothing to save what's his. I can't wait for the next book.
This is a must read.

ChickPornLitQueen says

4.5 Stars

First time reading author Sassie Lewis. Definitely wont be my last.
First book in a new MC series, and the only disappointing aspect of the read is that it was just released 2 days
ago, so I have a wait for Book 2.

Quick read, but Strong h; Badass H; good story, cant wait for Book 2.

Robyn Corcoran says

Wow Sassie has done it again and I already want to read the next book! Every time I put it down to do
something Chase called me back!
Chase is VP in the Hell's Exiles MC and having been away learning about other chapters he is now back for
good. Nessa is his sister's best friend who had a crush on him three years prior. Now that he is back things
explode- literally!
This book grabs you from the beginning as it is fast paced and easy to read plus such an engaging story. I
enjoyed the fact that Sassie doesn't use the stick thin type of women as lead characters-a size 18 backside?
You go girl! This and other things make it so real.
I can't wait for book 2!

After The Final Chapters says

Review: Chase by Sassie Lewis

Five stars easily for this book, “Chase” by Sassie Lewis. The author is very well written and her words travel
smoothly creating scenes for the reader. Her words flow perfectly moving the plot along and establishing the
main and minor characters in the story. We instantly can feel the spark between Nessa and Chase. If you like
a biker who is alpha and knows what he wants, then Chase is the man for you. Chase easily became my book
boyfriend. Sassie Lewis does a fantastic job bring the MC world alive in this book.

The only thing I did not like in the book and I am not docking points for it, I do not like the age factor in the
beginning. No, I would not dock points for that, because then I am asking a writer to change their story to fit



my opinion of likes and dislike.

Here are some questions I am usually asked as a blogger with my answers.

Have I read any previous work from this author? NO

Is the book worth the cost request by this author? Yes

What is the highest amount I would pay for this book? $2.99-$3.99
Sex scenes? Yes

Other mature content? Yes

Is there another book to read before Chase? No

Would you read another book from this author? Yes

If this book is part of a series would you read the next book? Yes

~M~
After The Final Chapters
https://afterthefinalchapters.com/201...

Cheesecake says

Chase and Vanessa.
DNF at 45%
Hmmmm.... just too predictable with shallow characters and well... nothin' much. Plus the nefarious plot was
kinda too OTT.
Someone has killed a whole chapter/group/branch whatever of the Hell's Exiles and threatened the other 3 or
so left. In the meantime Vanessa still hates Chase's guts for the names he called her the last time he saw her.
She was 15 and he was almost 30. So big age gap, which is so wrong when the h is 15. So he leaves for 3
years cause 18 is so much more acceptable.. but set that aside. Now she's a high school drop out who is some
kind of artistic tattooing genius. Chase who has been anything but celibate in the time away, sees her again
and decides she is now his. (roll my eyes). The author tries to make us believe that he felt for her at 15 too,
yet the first night back in town he is boinking one of the club sluts. .... OK enough of that.
But truly I DNFed because it was so predictably boring.

Pamela Greer says

Loved it!!!!

Yes, it's Insta love/lust but I love that! Chase was super hot and so supportive of Nessa. I was cheering him
on during the hospital scene with beer "breeders" , so funny. I like the dual POV, by think it would've been



nice if she had put the characters name above the start of each POV. Awesome how Nessa's character
develops from pretty confident to gun blazing bada**, or "Little Warrior" as her nickname becomes.
I'm really hating the Pres, can't believe he's doing a club tramp on the day his wife's funeral...pore Becca for
walking in on that. I can wait for Becca's story with Blake (Jacking the Beanstalk..LOL Awesome line!!!) I
can't wait to find out what happens next with everyone, with the exception of Becca's father, the "Pres". I lost
my Mom 6 years ago to heart failure, not gunfire, but if I had found out my father had done that, I would
write him off also. RESPECT!!
I definitely recommend this book, I love Sassy/Vixen's work. Will not disappoint.

Donna Wright says

This books was a brilliant short read, that was packed full of everything you could ask for in a good MC
book. The story flowed and was very fast paced. To say it was a hard hitting story would be an
understatement.

The characters were all really good and I completely loved the fiesty, sassy tattoo gun welding Nessa and of
course the no nonsense, dirty talking, won't take no for an answer alpha Chase. They were explosive and
made for each other both keeping their feeling at bay for years.

I cried so much at one scene in this book when Chase spoke to Rico's lifeless body. He touched his prospect
patch and said "Ride wild, Brother" it was so so touching and I felt the emotional so deep.

I recommend this quick brilliant read. I really can't wait for the next book in this series.

Doris says

This is one quick and hot as hell MC book. Sassie Lewis has done some homework because she sure seemed
to know how to write a believable MC book bringing in the club life, wars and the women who were
important to these men. Chase was away for three years and finally coming home to take his rightful place as
VP in Hell’s Exile MC with his father being the Prez. Chase was gone away for another reason as well and
that came in the shape of a then 15 year old feisty teen that had her sights set on her best friend’s 30 year old
brother. Nothing good could come from the longing these two felt at that point in time but when you fast
forward 3 years Nessa is now of age and living in his childhood home with his father, his wife, and his sister.
Good thing for Chase he knew just how to sneak into his old bedroom and finally lay claim to the woman he
wanted to make his.

Nessa had a chip on her shoulder concerning Chase because at 15 when you are turned down by the man of
your dreams and in not such a great way, you hold a grudge against said person. Even if he is in the form of a
strong man who has the look of danger down pat. Chase has more to worry about because now that he is
trying to make that little wildcat his woman his club is coming under attack and the people who are coming
at their club don’t care if women and children are killed in the aftermath. Will they figure out who this is
before harm can come to their families and what a crappy time to now have to worry about someone you
want to claim? This is one hot, fast paced and action filled MC book and it has dragged me in to Hell’s
Exile’s MC wanting to read so much more about these hard and dangerous men and the strong women in
their lives. This is my first time reading Sassie Lewis who now has me waiting impatiently to see what is



going to happen within this new MC that I feel invested in!

I was gifted this book as an ARC and I freely give an honest review.

Monica says

I've read books by Sassie Lewis before, so I was so excited to get a chance to review this book for an honest
review. Chase was everything I hoped for and more, with an alpha hero that you can't help but fall for and a
heroine who speaks to the all the "soft" women out there! Add in the MC and I'm chomping at the bit for the
next book to be released!! I absolutely LOVED this book and can't wait for the rest of the series!!!

Courtney says

I loved the latest from Sassie Lewis!!! The boys of the Hell's Exiles MC are under attack and that means
Chase, the VP, is coming home. 3 years ago he crushed Nessa with his cruel words now with her all grown
up he's not going to let her get away again. Nessa can't believe the bane of her awkward teen years is back
and isn't looking forward to having to deal with him, he is her best friend's brother and she is living with his
father and club Prez. A tattoo session has Chase no longer wanting to wait to claim Nessa and her running as
fast as she can. Sassie Lewis did an amazing job with sexy, funny and action packed book and I can't wait to
see what is in store next for the Hell's Exiles MC!!!

Summer -SSBR- says

He knows what's he wants and has wanted her for over 3 years and now that Nessa is 18, she is his and
nothing is going to get in the way. Holy smokes is this a hot quick read! I couldn't put it down! Fingers
crossed Becca and Blake will stop fighting the connection they have and get their HEA.

Joanne says

This was a new author for me and I offered my thoughts on the book.
This book drew me in from the first chapter, full of sass, humour and plenty of testosterone. Nessa is a feisty
character but a lovable potty mouthed one. Chase is the quintessential biker, hot, sexy, foul mouthed but with
a soft spot for Nessa. What follows is drama, intrigue and heartache. I can see this is going to be a good
series and I for one can't wait to read the next book.

Michele A. says

Chase and Nessa find themselves working on his tattoo together. Nessa has started working at the tattoo shop
and Chase is one of her first solo clients. She has talent and Chase wants her for more than her tattoo work.



Nessa is best friends with Chase's sister and is currently living with his father and step-mother since she left
home and quit school. Chase has wanted Nessa for years but couldn't do anything because she wasn't legal.
Nessa was hurt the last time she and Chase saw each other and hasn't forgiven nor forgotten what he said to
her. Nessa and Chase's sister, Becca, were pretty immature and bratty throughout this book. When the Club
is facing an unknown enemy and lives are in danger, both of them decide to go trotting off alone instead of
having their guards. When Nessa finds out she has a credit card that Chase gave her, she spends an atrocious
amount of money in retaliation for him not telling her what they were to each other. It was ridiculous at
times. There were too many unanswered questions and parts seemed to be thrown together. Nessa comments
that the leather jacket she just took off fit her well and she then noticed the Hell's Exhiles insignia on it, but
we don't find out how she got the jacket. Nessa suddenly can shoot not one but two guns - please!!! Not
believable. Needed to be a bit smoother and less choppy.

Shannon Mcfarland says

Chase is a fast paced gritty and hot MC book. Chase is the VP of a MC Club. He has been away for a couple
of years. Nessa is a barely 18 yr. old tattoo artist that happens to be the friend of the VP's sister, Becca. Nessa
had a rough upbringing and because of that, she was brought into the fold of the VP by Becca's father, the
Prez of the MC, and Chase's father.

Nessa has had a crush on Chase for years, but he made her feel bad about herself. Now a woman and a
talented tattoo artist, she isn't about to take any garbage that Chase is going to throw out. Little does Nessa
know that Chase is about to get all Alpha on her and show her who is boss. However, a serious threat to the
MC may just interfere with Chase's plans for Nessa.

Chase was a fun book to read. The tension between Chase and Nessa was thick. The back and forth banter
was entertaining. Nessa is sassy and smart mouthed, which made me like her straight away. Chase is your
typical brooding alpha and I really liked his character for staying true to form. A good hot and quick read.

?Tonya? says

This story was fast paced with a good bit of action.  That is one of the things that I enjoy when reading a MC
story.  The fact that they are often riddled with club whores usually keeps me away though.

Chase was alpha to the max.  He recently returned to take the reigns as VP of the club, under his father.  The
first time he sets eyes on Nessa (Vanessa) again he knows he has to have her.  He just can't understand why
she is so angry with him.

Nessa was spunky.  She had so much anger for her childhood crush. Seeing him again made her feel things
she long buried. He had said something hurtful to her before he left town 3 years earlier and she couldn't
forgot. 

Now he is back and at first sight he knows she is his.  He sets out to claim her while dealing with dangerous
threats to his club.

~OTT alpha hero who is older



~feisty heroine who doesn't succeed at pushing him away
~no om/ow drama (view spoiler)
~cheating- no  (view spoiler)
~secondary characters were pretty good. Nessa's best friend in the book is Chase's little sister. They are very
close. Some of their intersections are childish though and often remind you that they are only 18 years old.
~epilogue was lackluster at best.  It was maybe a few day later.  Even though it's a series, I want to know
what happens to this couple down the line.  I know the back story appears to continues through to other
books but an epilogue can be set well into the future with info about whether they marry and have children
without compromising the rest of the series. 

•I'm curious about the next story in the series about Becca and Blake. It will hinge on whether he is with
others while he is clearly wanting Becca. Also, I'm disgusted by her dad (if what she said happened truly
happened) I wouldn't be interested in his story at all.


